This study discusses the dispute between state and capitalist class. 
International Conference on Social and Political Issues (ICSPI 2016) Theoretical implication of this research supports and strengthens Miliband Ralp's theory on state as an instrument of capitalist class and Nicos Poulantzas's theory of relative autonomy state. It especially regards to the state autonomy that is distorted by capitalist class interests i.e. Luhut Pandjaitan. Based on Miliband Ralp's theory on state as an instrument of capitalist class in the context of local elite power in North Sumatra, then the Governor of North Sumatra, 10 regents/mayors in Lake Toba region and Asahan River basin, as well as several other political elites, represent the tool or instrument of the capitalist class, in this case Luhut Pandjaitan, to realize their ambition of enriching economic resources. While President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, along with related ministers and parliament, weaken the capitalist class influence in political decision making in order to create a relatively autonomous political decision-making, as it is explained in the theory of Nicos Poulantzas. One thing that has not been addressed by Nicos Poulantzas in state relative autonomy theory is how to cope with global capitalist class distortion or pressure.
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Introduction
The main problem of this research is conflict between state and capitalist class in the nationalization of PT. Inalum which disturb central and local elite relationship. Local elites are the Governor of North Sumatra, 10 regents/mayors in Lake Toba region and Asahan River basin, which in fact are supported by private elite businessman Provincial Government sent a letter Number 538.3/5556 to Coordinating Minister for the Economy. The letter contains advices for the government not to extend master of agreement with Japan because it will not give much profit on behalf of Indonesia. On the letter, the local government also suggested Central Government to continue PT.
Inalum operation and to take over entire share ownership of the consortium for North Sumatra Provincial Government and 10 regency/ municipality governments in Lake Toba region and Asahan River basin in the form of golden share as source Regional
Own-source Revenue (PAD). PT. Toba Sejahtra. However, since Commission VI approved to give only 30% share, then the percentage will be divided into 9% share for local government and 21% for private sector.
As the facts described above, there are some underlying interests or factors causing the role of local government to grow in the nationalization of PT. Inalum. 
Theory Framework and Its Implication in the Research
In this research, several theories are used to limit the scope of relevant data. The framework theories are theory of state autonomy, theory of political of elite, theory of patron-client, theory of business-politics, and rent seeking.
State autonomy theory consider a state as autonomous structure. A state has its own logic and interests, which are not necessarily the same or aligned with those of dominant class in the community or all member groups in the government. Group is the determinant elite; whereas Luhut Group is a strong local elite in PT. Inalum nationalization policy.
Topic Discussion
This research seeks to clarify to what extent does the role of the state in PT. Inalum nationalization. In order to obtain a proper analysis, the conflicts revolved around PT.
Inalum nationalization needs to be described. The dispute includes conflict among local and national private elite vs central elite.
Theoretically, central government role in the nationalization of PT. Inalum can be divided into two levels. Firstly, at regional level, according to Miliband's theory, the local government has turned into capitalist instrument which has a strong role in political life.
This occurs because the capitalist class dominate the economic life of many people. The 
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Rivalry between President SBY and Luhut Pandjaitan
To support his efforts, Luhut recruited some of his colleague form Armed Forces 
Central Government Decision
Given the condition of PT. Toba Sejahtra influence on local governments, the Central Therefore, it is reasonable for the government to be dominant by granting 30%
share of PT. Inalum to the local government. The Central Government prioritize national interest above local concern. The Central Government knows more than any parties.
That is why the debate between parliament and the local government is relatively difficult in discussing share ratio. The government's desire to get 80% or 70% shares of PT. Inalum represents the basic function of state, to maintain law and order, as well as to gain capital income for it's continuity. Hence, a state should be independent from any external pressure.
Conclusion
A state, in this case the local government, is an example of capitalist class instrument. As it is described by Miliband in his book "State in a Capitalist Society" who Then based on those data, theory of relative autonomy is best explaining the decision of President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono related to nationalization of PT. Inalum. It means that by such decision, state has acted as a tool of social cohesion to prevent the capitalist system from bankruptcy, as it is described by Nicos Poulantzas in his theory.
